
Please note: At this stage, not all metrics are currently available for
our MedicalDirector customers. The Cubiko team is hoping to make

these metrics and insights available to you in the future.

Cubiko workflows for
your Reception team



Cubiko for Practice managers, Practice Owner and management team
workflow 
Cubiko for Reception team workflow
Cubiko for Nurses team workflow

This cheat sheet contains our list of suggested workflows that you can
incorporate into your daily, weekly and monthly workflows.

Tips and Tricks

Below are some of our Tips and Tricks to help you get the most out of your
Cubiko data.

Getting engaged with data

Engaging with data is key to ensuring that you and your team is on track to
achieving your practice goals. You can ask your Cubiko Admin user to provide
you with access to Cubiko to help you gain better insight into what’s happening
within certain areas of the practice. They can do this by deciding which Cubiko
metrics you and other members in your team can access through Cubiko’s
Viewer Settings. 

We have written a detailed Knowledge Base article which outlines all of the
cabinets we have within Cubiko and what permissions we suggest are granted
to different roles within the Practice (reception, nurse, doctor etc). 

Resources

Cubiko has a wide range of resources that you can use in your practice daily.
These resources are available for you to view and download on our website.

We’ve worked closely with our Customer Success Team to create some great
workflows to help you and your team get more out of Cubiko. We’ve broken
these workflows down by Role within the practice and outlined the key metrics
each member of your team should be looking through on a daily, weekly, and
monthly basis. 

You can view and download these workflows for your team below: 

https://www.cubiko.com.au/resources/management-workflow/
https://www.cubiko.com.au/resources/management-workflow/
https://www.cubiko.com.au/resources/receptionist-workflow/
https://www.cubiko.com.au/resources/nurse-workflow/
https://kb.cubiko.com.au/en/cabinet-permissions
https://kb.cubiko.com.au/en/cabinet-permissions
https://www.cubiko.com.au/resources/


We want to help you become a data-empowered practice by getting the most
value out of Cubiko and your practice data. To help support you and your team
our amazing Customer Success Team run regular webinars for each of the
roles within a Practice (Reception, Nurses, and Practitioners). In these sessions
they provide insight into how they can use and incorporate Cubiko into their
daily workflow. Check out our Knowledge Base article for more information on
these webinars and future webinar dates. 

Support 

https://kb.cubiko.com.au/en/group-training-sessions


Daily workflows for your Reception team

Check and confirm unconfirmed appointments. Here you can see your patients
who frequently Did Not Attend (DNA) and ensure that they adhere to your
cancellation policy. 

Unconfirmed appointments today
Found in Today's clinic metrics

Possible service opportunities today
Found in Today's clinic metrics

See a list of patients who are coming in for an appointment for the current day,
and who may be eligible to have certain service item numbers such as Health
Assessments, GPMPs, and vaccines completed. You can filter this list to provide
the details to your individual Practitioners. 

Recall appointments to rebook
Found in Today's clinic metrics

Check patients who did not attend a recall appointment type and do not have
a subsequent appointment booked or completed in the diary. 

Appointments that may not be eligible for Medicare-subsidised telehealth
services
Found in Appointment optimisation

Check this daily to look ahead at any patient booked in for a telehealth
appointment that has not had a face-to-face item billed in the last 12 months.

Qui ckChe ck

Use this metric daily to quickly & securely verify patient item eligibility. Results
for QuickCheck searches are valid for 24 hours and appear within our
QuickCheck > Verified eligibility tab for anyone with access to the QuickCheck
cabinet to view. Results are also displayed in the individual doctor's My Cubiko
dashboard. 

Please note that Cubiko QuickCheck is not included in the standard Cubiko Subscription; for
more information on how to get started, please search for Getting started with QuickCheck on
our Knowledge Base. 

Key metrics for reception to look through on a daily basis. 

https://kb.cubiko.com.au/en/getting-started-with-quickcheck/


Weekly workflows for your Reception team

Rebooking rate
Found in Appointment optimisation

Check this weekly to review the appointment types that warrant follow-
up/review and call to rebook patients (such as skin checks, GPMP and TCA,
etc.) You can use the filters to review specific appointment types and ensure a
follow-up appointment is booked.

Outstanding debt
Found in Today’s clinic metrics

This metric can help identify unpaid accounts to increase cash flow and
 reduce the risk of bad debt. Check this at the beginning of each week to
identify patients coming in for an appointment and flag prior to the patient
attending.

Key metrics for reception to look through on a weekly basis. 

Monthly workflows for your Reception team

Appointments to be rebooked
Found in Appointment optimisation

This metric will look at any patients booked in with a patient where the doctor is
marked away/unavailable. Review this and reschedule patients booked in
when Practitioners are away or the clinic is closed.

Key metrics for reception to look through on a monthly basis. 


